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pherical beam volume holograms for
pectroscopic applications: modeling and

mplementation

mid Momtahan, Chao Ray Hsieh, Arash Karbaschi, Ali Adibi, Michael E. Sullivan, and
avid J. Brady

The spherical beam volume hologram, recorded by a plane wave and a spherical beam, is investigated for
spectroscopic applications in detail. It is shown that both the diffracted and the transmitted beam can
be used for spectroscopy when the hologram is read with a collimated beam. A new method is introduced
and used for analysis of the spherical beam volume hologram that can be extended for analysis of
arbitrary holograms. Experimental results are consistent with the theoretical study. It is shown that
the spherical beam volume hologram can be used in a compact spectroscopic configuration when the
transmitted beam is monitored. Also, on the basis of the properties of the spherical beam hologram, the
response of a hologram recorded by a plane wave and an arbitrary pattern is predicted. The information
can be used to optimize holographic spectrometer design. © 2004 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 090.7330, 300.6190, 070.2590.
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. Introduction

ensitive high-resolution compact spectrometers are
equired for environmental and biosensing. Separa-
ion of information of different wavelength channels in
pectroscopy requires a dispersive �or wavelength-
elective� device, which is implemented by a grating in
onventional spectrometers. To avoid ambiguity and
rresolvable overlap of different wavelength channels
n the output for a spatially incoherent �or diffuse�
nput, spatial filters are used in conventional spec-
rometers to limit the angular range of the incident
eam. Unfortunately, spatial filtering drastically re-
uces the photon throughput for diffuse sources. This
s a major limitation when conventional spectrometers
re used for weak diffuse sources, such as those gen-
rated in Raman spectroscopy.
Recently, multimode multiplex spectroscopy was

roposed based on use of a weighted projection of mul-
iple wavelength channels �i.e., multimode� of the in-
ident signal to increase the spectrometer sensitivity.1
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he output signal in multimode multiplex spectros-
opy is composed of multiple wavelength channels, and
he information of each channel is separated by the
ostprocessing of the detected signal. The key ele-
ent in multimode multiplex spectroscopy is a spec-

ral diversity filter �SDF� that maps a homogeneous
ut diffuse spectral source onto a spatially encoded
attern. Measuring the output light intensity over
he output plane by a detector array �for example, a
CD camera� and inverting the spectral–spatial map-
ing �as outlined in Ref. 1� enables spectral estimation.
Construction of SDFs is constrained by the con-

tant radiance theorem.2 According to the constant
adiance theorem, it is not possible to produce spatial
atterns from a diffuse source without an increase in
he mode volume or a reduction in the photon
hroughput. In contrast with conventional spectros-
opy, however, throughput losses with SDFs can be
ndependent of spectral resolution. SDFs have been
emonstrated with an inhomogeneous three-
imensional photonic crystal.1 Under the photonic
rystal approach, the input–output mode volume is
xed, but a spatially structured fraction of diffuse

ncident light is reflected. Although three-
imensional photonic crystals are attractive as su-
erdispersive elements, they are hard to fabricate
ased on an arbitrary design. Thus other �more des-
gnable and manufacturable� schemes for the devel-
pment of SDFs are needed.
We recently proposed and demonstrated the feasi-
ility of using spherical beam volume holograms
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SBVHs� as SDFs.3,4 A SBVH is composed of mul-
iple gratings, and the Bragg condition allows for the
onversion of a spatially uniform spectrum into a
patial–spectral pattern with a different spatial dis-
ribution for different wavelength channels.3 It was
hown qualitatively that the spectral diversity per-
ormance of these holograms depends on the degree of
patial coherence of the input signal. Although pre-
ious results show qualitatively that it is feasible to
se SBVHs for SDFs, much effort is needed to opti-
ize the performance of these filters, most probably

y means of multiplexing several holograms with op-
imal patterns. Such an optimization procedure will
e more efficient if accurate theoretical models for the
erformance of these SDFs are available.
In this paper we describe an efficient model for the

esign and analysis of general volume holograms for
DFs. We first describe, in Section 2, a new theoret-

cal approach that is used to model SBVHs and their
iffraction properties. Using this approach, we ana-
yze the major properties of holographic SDFs in Sec-
ion 3 and compare those results with experimental
ata in Section 4. Further discussion of these holo-
raphic SDFs are presented in Section 5, and final
onclusions are made in Section 6.

. Analysis of Spherical Beam Volume Holograms with
he Multigrating Approach

e introduce and implement a new approach to
nalyze the SBVHs. In general, this approach can
e used for any hologram recorded by the interfer-
nce pattern of an arbitrary coherent beam and a
lane wave or even two arbitrary beams. This ap-
roach can be used to find the diffracted beam from
he hologram when read by a plane wave at any
avelength. The model can be further extended to
nalyze the case for an arbitrary reading beam.
he proof of this approach is presented in Appendix
for a general case. In this section we explain the
ethod for diffraction analysis of a SBVH.
Figure 1 shows general recording and reading

etups for SBVHs. The interference pattern of a
lane wave and a spherical beam �from a point
ource� records a SBVH as shown in Fig. 1�a�. The
ecording medium has a thickness of L in the z
irection. It is assumed that the transverse di-
ensions of the recording material are large com-

ared with L. The point source located at r0 �
�a, 0, �d� is formed by a lens with a high numer-
cal aperture. The vector r0 makes an angle �s
ith the z axis. Therefore a is equal to d tan��s� in
ig. 1�a�. The reference beam is a plane wave with
n incident angle �r with respect to the z axis.
oth recording beams are at wavelength � with TE
olarization �i.e., electric field normal to the inci-
ent x–z plane�.
To analyze the SBVH recorded in the medium, we
rst expand the spherical beam at distance r � �x, y,
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� from the point source at r0 � ��a, 0, �d� as a set
f plane waves5:

1
�r � r0�

exp� jk�r � r0�� �
j

2� �� 1
kz

� exp	 jkz� z � d�


� exp� jkx a�exp	 j�kx x

� ky y�
dkxdky , (1)

here kx, ky, and kz are the x, y, and z components of
he wave vector k, respectively. The magnitude of
he wave vector is shown by k. In the expansion of
q. �1�, each component is a plane wave propagating

n the direction of unit vector âp given by

kx ky �k2 � kx
2 � ky

2�1�2

ig. 1. �a� Recording geometry for a SBVH. The point source is
t distance d from the center of the crystal. The reference beam
ncident angle is �r. A line from the coordinate origin to the point
ource makes an angle �s with the z axis. �b� Reading configura-
ion. A collimated beam reads the hologram with a ��s incident
ngle. Note that the direction of the reading beam corresponds to
he direction of the signal beam in the recording configuration.
he diffracted beam propagates in a direction that makes an angle
�r with the z axis. The thickness of the holographic material is L
n both cases.
âp �
k

x̂ �
k

ŷ �
k

ẑ , (2)
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here, in general, û indicates the unit vector in the u
irection. The constant amplitude and phase of
ach plane-wave component is given by

�kx,ky� �
j

2��k2 � kx
2 � ky

2�1�2 exp� jkx a� exp� jkz d� .

(3)

ote that in Eq. �1� the integrations are, in general,
ver all the possible values of kx and ky. However,
or the values of �kx� � k or �ky� � k, the z component
f the propagating vector becomes imaginary, which
epresents an evanescent wave. The evanescent
ave whose amplitude decreases rapidly with z can
e neglected in the estimation of the integral. Thus
he integrals in Eq. �1� essentially take the same
alues whether they are performed over a circle of
adius k �i.e., kx

2  ky
2 � k2� or over the entire kx–ky

lane �i.e., from �� to ��. Therefore we omit the
ange of the integrals in this paper.

The interference of each plane-wave component
traveling in the direction âp� with the reference
lane wave records a hologram inside the medium.
f we represent the wave-vector components of the
pherical beam with �kx, ky, kz� and the incident plane
ave with �krx, 0, krz� � 	k sin ��r�, 0, k cos��r�
, the

ffect of the interference pattern on the dielectric
onstant of the medium can be represented as

ε�r� � ε0 � �ε�kx, ky�exp� jKg � r� � c.c. , (4)

here the grating vector Kg is given by

Kg � �krx � kx�x̂ � ��ky�ŷ � �krz � kz�ẑ . (5)

he modulation term �ε is proportional to the ampli-
udes of the two recording plane waves �the reference
eam and a plane-wave component of the signal
eam�, and therefore it is proportional to A�kx, ky�.
ote that in this analysis we assume that the absorp-

ion of the reading beam is weak.
Figure 1�b� shows the reading geometry that is

sed for holographic SDFs. Note that the reading
eam replaces the spherical beam �and not the plane-
ave reference beam�. We assume that during

eadout the hologram is illuminated with an approx-
mately collimated beam at wavelength ��. The di-
ection of propagation of the reading beam makes an
ngle �s� with the z axis as shown in Fig. 1�b�. Read-
ng a hologram usually results in both a diffracted
eam and a transmitted beam in the output. The
ain direction of propagation of the diffracted beam
akes an angle �r� with the z axis. In the case of � �

� and �s � �s� �i.e., Bragg-matched readout�, the
iffracted beam is in the direction of the reference
eam as shown in Fig. 1�b�, i.e., �r� � �r.
The diffracted beam can also be expanded as a sum

f plane waves, each corresponding to diffraction of the
eading beam by a plane-wave hologram formed by the
eference beam and one of the plane-wave components
f the recording signal beam described above. To find
he diffracted beam from a SBVH, we have to add the

iffracted beams from all the different gratings. i

2

ince the wavelength of the reading beam is, in gen-
ral, different from the recording wavelength, the
ual-wavelength method6 should be used to analyze
he diffraction from each grating. The k-space repre-
entations of the recording and reading configurations
re shown in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�, respectively. The
elations between the Bragg-matched angles ��r� and
s�� and the recording angles ��r and �s� are6

1
�

sin��r � �s

2 � �
1
��

sin��r� � �s�

2 � , (6)

�r � �s � �r� � �s� . (7)

Knowing �r and �s� in Eqs. �6� and �7�, the un-
nowns are �s �the signal beam component whose
orresponding grating is Bragg matched by the read-
ng beam at �s�� and �r� �the angle of the diffracted
eam�. When we solve Eqs. �6� and �7�, �s is found,
nd therefore the specific grating that is exactly
ragg matched to the collimated reading beam is

ig. 2. �a� Recording configuration represented in the k domain.
he major angular extent of the spherical beam is indicated by ��

n the k domain. �b� Reading configuration in the k domain. In
eneral, the reading wavelength is different from the recording
ne. �kz� is a measure of a partial Bragg-matched condition. All
ther parameters are the same as those in Fig. 1.
dentified. Other hologram components with grat-
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ng vectors different from the Bragg-matched one are
artially Bragg matched by the reading beam at �s�.
ll these diffractions must be considered to find the
omplete diffracted beam.

The amplitude of each diffracted beam component is
ound by use of Born’s approximation �as in Ref. 7� with

reading wavelength �in general� different from the
ecording wavelength. The validity of Born’s approx-
mation for these calculations is justified since each
lane-wave component causes a low-index modulation.
ifferent components of the diffracted beam will be
dded to find the total output beam. By use of Born’s
pproximation, the electric field of the diffracted beam
rom each hologram component is7

Ẽd�kx, ky, z� �
j�εk�2L
2ε0 kdz�

exp	 j�Kgx � ksx�� x


� exp	 j�Kgy � ksy�� y
 exp� jkdz�z�

� sinc� L
2�

�Kgz � ksz� � kdz��� , (8)

here the propagation vector of the reading beam is as-
umed to be �ksx�, ksy�, ksz�� with magnitude k�, and sinc�u�

sin��u����u�. In the configuration shown in Fig. 2�b�,
he reading beam has a propagation vector of 	�k sin��s��,
, k� cos��s��
. Note that in general k� � 2���� is differ-
nt from k � 2���, where � and �� are the recording and
eading wavelengths, respectively. The z component of
he diffracted beam kdz� can be found from

kdz� � 	k�2 � �Kgx � ksx��
2 � �Kgy � ksy��

2
1�2 . (9)

ubstituting for Kgx from Eq. �5�,

dz� � 	k�2 � �krx � ksx� � kx�
2 � �ksy� � ky�

2
1�2 . (10)

ote that each hologram component is represented
y one set of �kx, ky� in the plane-wave expansion of
he recording signal beam.

Combining all the diffraction beam components,
he output �diffracted beam� is given by

Ed� x, y, z� � ��Ẽd�kx, ky, z�dkxdky . (11)

et us define Ẽd� �kx, ky, z� as

˜
d��kx, ky, z� � 4�2Ẽd�kx, ky, z� exp	 j�kx x

� ky y�
 exp	�j�krx

� ksx�� x
exp��jksy�y�

�
j2�2�εk�2L

ε0 kdz�
exp� jkdz�z�

L

� sinc�2�

�Kgz � ksz� � kdz��� . (12)
a

560 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 36 � 20 December 2004
hen the integral in Eq. �11� can be represented as
he inverse Fourier transform of Ed��kx, ky, z� as

Ed� x, y, z� �
exp	 j�krx � ksx�� x
exp� jksy�y�

4�2

� ��Ẽd��kx, ky, z�exp	�j�kx x � ky y�


� dkxdky , (13)

r

Ed� x, y, z� � exp	 j�krx � ksx�� x
 exp	 jksy�y


� F�1�Ed��kx, ky, z���x3�x
y3�y

, (14)

here F�1 represents the inverse Fourier operation.

. Analysis of Spherical Beam Volume Holograms as
pectral Diversity Filters

hen a SBVH is read by a collimated beam with a
ngle �s� with respect to the z axis, the diffracted
eam can be found when we combine Eqs. �12� and
14�. Note that the recorded hologram is repre-
ented by the change in the dielectric constant �ε.
e substitute �ε for the SBVH in Eq. �12� and ex-

and kz and kdz� in terms of small x and y components
f k and kd using binomial expansion �paraxial ap-
roximation�. We also assume z �� d and neglect
he small variations for the amplitude because of the
�kdz� term in Eq. �12�. All these assumptions are
alid for practical implementation of SDFs by use of
BVHs. Using these approximations, we can sim-
lify the output-diffracted beam as

Ed� x, y, z� � C1 F�1�exp� jkx a�exp�� j
2k

� �kx
2 � kx

2�d�sinc��Kgz � ksz�

� kdz��
L

2���	 x3�x
y3�y

, (15)

here C1 is a complex constant that includes all
erms that do not depend on kx or ky. The phase
actor outside the integral in Eq. �15� �the phase of C1�
oes not affect the spatial intensity distribution of the
iffracted beam right after the hologram. Thus we
o not explicitly consider it in the rest of our deriva-
ion �they are still included in C1�. This closed-form
nverse Fourier transform can be found approxi-

ately by use of the properties of the Fresnel trans-
orm.8 For simplicity we show the approach for the
ase in which the reading beam is normal to the
ologram �i.e., �s� � 0 or ksx� � ksy� � 0�. For the
ore general case, the approach is the same but more
lgebraic manipulations are needed.
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Rewriting Eq. �15� in terms of the inverse Fourier-
ransform integral and representing every parameter
n terms of kx and ky, we find that

Ed� x, y, z� � C2��exp� � j
kd
2 ��kx

k
�

x � a
d �2

� �ky

k
�

y
d�

2��
� sinc��Kgz � k� � kdz��

L
2��dkx

k
dky

k
,

(16)

here C2 is another complex constant. The integral
n Eq. �16� is the Fresnel transform with parameter

� kd�2.8 For � with a very large absolute value
i.e., ��� 3 ��, the Fresnel transform of a function
ecomes the function itself with a proper change of
ariable. In Eq. �16�, the integrand has a nonzero
alue for �kx�k� � 1 and �ky�k� � 1 and rapidly goes to
ero for �kx�k� � 1 or �ky�k� � 1 as discussed in Section
. Therefore � is very large 	typically d �� � in Fig.
�a�
 compared with the integration variables.
herefore, as an approximate solution, the result of
he integral in Eq. �16� is the sinc function with in-
egration variables kx�k and ky�k replaced by �x �
��d and y�d, respectively, i.e.,

Ed� x, y, z� 
 C3 sinc� f �x � a
d

,
y
d� L

2�� , (17)

here again C3 is another complex constant and the
unction f�u, �� is

f �u, �� � kz � k� � k�1 � u2 � �2�1�2

� k�k�2

k2 � �krx

k
� u�2

� �2�1�2

. (18)

or the simple case of � � ��, and for u � 1 and � �
, we have

f �u, �� 

k
2�1 �

1
cos��r�

���u �
sin��r�

1 � cos��r�
�2

� �2

� � sin��r�

1 � cos��r�
�2� . (19)

ote that in approximation �19� we used krx � k sin
�r� and krz � k cos��r�.

It is clear from approximation �17� that the dif-
racted beam intensity is maximum when the argu-

ent of the sinc function 	and thus f�u, ��
 is zero.
he minimum intensity is zero and it occurs when we
ave

f �x � a
d

,
y
d� � m

2�

L
, (20)

ith m being a nonzero integer.
From the definition of the function f�u, ��, given by
q. �18�, it is clear that the loci of the points with a m

2

onstant diffracted intensity �for example, maximum
r zero� are a circle. If we consider only the dif-
racted signal in the main lobe of the sinc function in
pproximation �17�, the diffracted beam will resem-
le an annulus whose intensity is maximum at the
enter and goes to zero at the edges at which Eq. �20�
olds for m � �1.
Figure 3�a� shows the theoretical calculations of

he pattern of the diffracted beam of a SBVH re-
orded with the setup in Fig. 1�a� with d � 1.6 cm and
� 532 nm. The holographic material is assumed

o have a refractive index of 1.5 and a thickness of 100
m. The angles �r and �s are chosen to be 45° and 0°,
espectively. For these calculations, we assumed
he dimensions of the holograms in the x and y direc-
ions to be 1.5 and 1.5 cm, respectively. A normal
ncident beam at a 700-nm wavelength reads the ho-
ogram. The coordinate origin is shown by O in Fig.
�a�. The dashed box represents the corresponding
utput region for a hologram with practical dimen-
ions of 3.5 mm � 3.5 mm. The diffracted pattern
rom this smaller-size SBVH is shown in Fig. 3�b�.
t is clear that, because of the smaller size of the
ologram, only a portion of the diffracted annulus
which we call a crescent� appears in the output.
he existence and some properties of these crescents
ere experimentally demonstrated recently.3,4

Using approximation �17� and Eq. �20� we can de-
ermine several properties of the diffracted crescent.
or example, we can calculate the width of the cres-
ent by having y � 0 and finding the distance between
he zeros of the main lobe of the sinc function in
pproximation �17�. For the case of identical record-
ng and reading wavelengths, the result is

w �
2d�

L
cot��r� . (21)

f we consider the refractive index of the holographic
ecording material to be n, we can write the width of
he crescent as

wa �

2�d �
L
2 �1 �

1
n���a

L
cot��r,inside� , (22)

here subscript a means the parameter measured in
he air. The reference angle ��r� should be measured
nside the material for Eq. �22�.

The location of the center of the crescent �maxi-
um intensity� also depends on the reading wave-

ength ��. For example, at the y � 0 plane, the
rescent is located at

x �
a
d

� �2kr��k � krz � k� � kr��

k�k � kr��
�

krx
2

�k � kr��
2�1�2

.

(23)

ote that k� and kr� are functions of the reading wave-
ength ��. This wavelength dependence of the loca-
ion of the crescent is the main factor in SBVHs that

akes SDFs. Figure 4 shows the diffracted crescent
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alculated with different reading wavelengths of 532,
30, and 700 nm with a normal incident angle. All

ig. 3. �a� Theoretical calculations of the pattern of the diffracted
eam of a SBVH recorded with the setup shown in Fig. 1�a� with d �
.6 cm and � � 532 nm. The angles �r and �s are chosen to be 45°
nd 0°, respectively. The holographic material is assumed to have
refractive index of 1.5 and a thickness of 100 �m. For these

alculations, we assumed the dimensions of the holograms in the x
nd y directions to be 1.5 and 1.5 cm, respectively. The hologram is
ead by a beam with normal incidence �i.e., propagation along the z
xis� at a wavelength of 700 nm. The origin of the coordinate
ystem is shown by O. �b� The diffracted beam pattern of the same
BVH as in �a� but with lateral dimensions of 3.5 mm � 3.5 mm.
he corresponding hologram is shown by the dashed box in �a�.
ther parameters are the same as those used for Fig. 3.

562 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 36 � 20 December 2004
he wavelength dependency of the location of the cres-
ent can be clearly seen in Fig. 4.

We can also calculate the transmitted beam field
attern �Et� by subtracting the diffracted field pattern
Ed� from the incident beam pattern �Es��, i.e.,

Et � Es� � Ed . (24)

o calculate the exact value of the field, we can find
he inverse Fourier transform in Eq. �14� numeri-
ally. We use two-dimensional inverse fast Fourier
ransform in MATLAB with an adequate sampling rate
o verify the approximated approach. We found that
he exact numerical results agree well with the ap-
roximate results derived above when we simplified
q. �14�. Even with the numerical computation, the
ethod we use to find the diffracted signal is more

fficient than the more conventional Born approxi-
ation9 from a computational point of view. Our
ethod gives the diffracted beam over the desired

utput plane by calculating only one integral, which
an be easily implemented with efficient inverse
ourier-transform techniques such as inverse fast
ourier transform.

. Experiments

o investigate the properties of the SBVHs for spec-
roscopy and to check the validity of the theoretical
esults obtained by the proposed method, we recorded
everal transmission geometry SBVHs using the
etup in Fig. 1�a�. The recording material was Apri-
is photopolymer.10 The thicknesses of the samples
sed were 100, 200, or 300 �m. The recording wave-

ength was 532 nm. The values of �s and �r were
9.6° and 44°, respectively. These angles were se-

ected to allow the operation of the SDF with the
ormal incident angle at a reading wavelength of
round �� � 800 nm. The distance of the point
ource to the hologram �d� varied in the range from
.6 to 12 cm for different holograms. Both recording
eams were TE polarized.

ig. 4. Different crescents for reading with different wavelengths
f 532, 630, and 700 nm. All other parameters are the same as
hose described in the caption of Fig. 3�b�.
To investigate the performance of SBVHs as SDFs,
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e read each hologram with reading beams at differ-
nt wavelengths using the setup in Fig. 1�b�. For
ach reading beam, we monitor both the diffracted
eam �diffracted at an angle �r� and focused on a
creen� and the transmitted beam �at the back face of
he hologram using a zoomed CCD camera�. We can
onitor the spectral diversity of the diffracted beam

y reading the hologram with white light. Figure

ig. 5. �a� Diffracted beam from a SBVH illuminated by an ap-
roximately collimated white-light beam from the direction of the
pherical recording beam. The white light is from a regular 60-W
amp. The white screen is approximately 20 mm from the holo-
ram. The hologram is recorded with the setup shown in Fig. 1�a�
ith d � 1.6 cm and � � 532 nm. The holographic material is
prilis photopolymer with a refractive index of 1.5 and a thickness
f 100 �m. The angles �s and �r in the recording setup are �9.6°
nd 44°, respectively. �b� The transmitted beam through the
BVH when illuminated by a collimated beam at � � 700 nm at a
ormal incident angle ���s � 0°�. The reading light is obtained
hen a white-light beam is passed through a monochromator with
n output aperture size of 0.45 mm. The full width at half-
aximum of the output spectrum of the monochromator at a

00-nm wavelength is approximately 3 nm. The output of the
onochromator is collimated with a collimating lens. The dark

rescent in the transmitted beam can be clearly seen. The dots in
he figure correspond to the imperfection in the material.
�a� shows the diffracted beam from a SBVH that is F

2

lluminated by an approximately collimated white-
ight beam �from a regular 60-W lamp� from the di-
ection of the spherical recording beam �i.e., �s� �
10°�. The white screen is approximately 20 mm

rom the hologram. It is clear that different wave-
ength channels �or colors� of the incident beam are
eparated at this output plane.
Figure 5�b� shows the transmitted beam through a

BVH when illuminated by a collimated beam at �� �
00 nm at a normal incident angle ��s� � 0°�. The
ncident light is obtained when a white-light beam is
assed through a monochromator with an aperture
ize of 0.45 mm. The full width at half-maximum of
he output spectrum of the monochromator at a
00-nm wavelength is approximately 3 nm. The
utput beam of the monochromator is collimated with
collimating lens. The dark crescent in the trans-
itted beam resembles the diffracted crescent dis-

ussed in Section 3. The shape of this dark crescent
s defined by the Bragg selectivity of the SBVH in the
direction in Fig. 1�b�. The position of the crescent
epends on the incident wavelength and on the inci-
ent angle. When the hologram is read with a col-
imated white-light source, several color crescents
ppear in the transmitted beam. This is shown in

ig. 6. Transmitted beam through the SBVH when read by an
pproximately collimated white-light beam from the direction of
he spherical recording beam. The hologram is the same as that
escribed in the caption of Fig. 5�a�.
ig. 6. The color of each crescent corresponds to the
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6

eduction of a diffracted crescent at a specific wave-
ength from the incident white light.

For quantitative measurements, we define two
easures for the dark crescent seen in the output.
he first measure is the width of the crescent, which

s defined as the distance between the edges of the
ark crescent at the back face of the hologram in the
direction at y � 0. This measure is directly related

o the resolution of the spectrometer. The thinner
he crescent, the finer the wavelength resolution of
he spectrometer. The other measure is the curva-
ure of the crescent. This measure helps us to char-
cterize the expected shape of the detecting signal.
t also gives us the information that is useful for the
esign of rotation-multiplexed spherical beam holo-
rams.3
Figure 7�a� shows the variation of the crescent
idth with the distance between the point source and

he recording material during recording �i.e., d�. We
btained the experimental results by recording five
olograms at � � 532 nm for five different values of d
nd reading them at both �� � � � 532 nm �squares�
nd �� � 830 nm �diamonds�. The variations asso-
iated with the measurements are also shown as the
orresponding error bars. The error bars represent
he range of crescent widths measured at different
eights of each crescent �i.e., a different value of y in
ig. 4� close to the crescent center �y � 0�. We also
how in Fig. 7�a� the theoretical variations of the
rescent width with d, using our theoretical model.
he difference between theory and experiment is less

han 7%. The limited bandwidth of the reading in-
ident beam �approximately 3 nm FWHM� is the
ain source of this error. Considering this band-
idth, the theoretical result will be increased approx-

mately 8%, reducing the total difference between the
heory and experiment to less than 5%. We used a
ens to form the point source of the spherical record-
ng beam. The size of the resulting beam at focus is
nite �nonzero�. This is an important reason for the
ifference between the theoretical and experimental
esults in Fig. 7�a�.

As it is clear in Fig. 7�a�, the dark crescent becomes
ider as d increases. To understand this variation,
e can use a ray-optics approach11 to relate the co-
rdinates of each point in the hologram to the inci-
ent k vectors in the recording spherical beam that
riginate from the point source. When we increase
, the difference between the k vectors of two fixed
oints in the hologram plane becomes smaller. On
he other hand, the Bragg condition of the hologram
llows us for a fixed range of �k of the original grating
ectors to Bragg match an incident collimated beam.
hus, when we increase d, the Bragg-matching re-
ion in the k domain �i.e., �k� corresponds to a larger
ange in the space domain, resulting in a wider cres-
ent. In the extreme case as d 3 �, the spherical
eam becomes a plane wave and the Bragg-matched
iffracted beam becomes a plane wave as well, result-
ng in a dark crescent that is infinitely wide for 100%
iffraction efficiency.

Figure 7�b� shows the variation of the crescent 8

564 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 36 � 20 December 2004
idth with hologram thickness. Again, the experi-
ental results for the reading at �� � 532 nm and ��
830 nm are shown with squares and diamonds,

espectively, for three different thicknesses. The
orresponding error bars as well as the theoretical
ariations of the width of the crescent as a function of
he hologram thickness for reading at 532- and

ig. 7. �a� Variation of the crescent width with the distance be-
ween the point source and the recording material during record-
ng 	i.e., d in Fig. 1�a�
. Five different holograms are recorded at
� 532 nm, each with a different value of d. All other recording
arameters are the same as those described in the caption of Fig.
�a�. The hologram is read at both �� � 532 nm and �� � 830 nm.
b� Experimental and theoretical variation of the crescent width
ith a hologram thickness for 100-, 200-, and 300-�m-thick sam-
les. The recording point source is at a distance of d � 1.6 cm
rom the hologram for all cases. All other recording parameters
re the same as those described in the caption of Fig. 5�a�. In both
lots, squares and diamonds with the error bars show the exper-
mental results for the reading at 532- and 830-nm wavelengths,
espectively. The solid curves show the corresponding theoretical
esults based on the model described in this paper. In both �a�
nd �b� the error bars represent the range of crescent widths mea-
ured at different heights of each crescent �i.e., different values of
in Fig. 4� close to the crescent center �y � 0�.
30-nm wavelengths are also shown. As in Fig. 7�a�,
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he error bars represent the range of crescent widths
easured at different heights of each crescent close

o the crescent center �y � 0�. The finite bandwidth
approximately 3 nm� of the reading beam is taken
nto account for these calculations. The agreement
etween theory and experiment is good, and, on av-
rage, the theoretical results are within 10% of the
xperimental ones. More accurate results are pos-
ible with the numerical inverse Fourier transforma-
ion as described above. Again, the finite size of the
xperimental point source mainly contributes to the
ifference between the theoretical and experimental
esults. Figure 7�b� shows that thicker holograms
esult in narrower crescents �i.e., better spectral di-
ersity� with all other parameters fixed. We explain
his by noting that thicker holograms have better
avelength and angular selectivity. Thus the range
f grating vectors �i.e., �k� that diffract the incident
ollimated beam becomes smaller as the hologram
ecomes thicker, resulting in a smaller diffracted
rescent.

The theoretical and experimental shape of the dark
rescent read at �� � 532 nm and �� � 830 nm are
epicted in Figs. 8�a� and 8�b�, respectively. The
eading beam incident angle is approximately 13° for
� � 532 nm. The hologram thickness is 300 �m.
ll other parameters are the same as those described

n the caption of Fig. 5. The agreement between
heory and experiment in both cases is good. Note
hat we assumed that a spherical beam originated
rom a true point source in our theoretical analysis,
hich is different from the actual experimental con-
ition. Again, the finite size of the point source in
he experiments is the main reason of the difference
etween the theoretical and experimental results.

. Discussion

he mapping of different wavelengths to different
rescents by SBVHs �as shown in Fig. 4� is useful for
he design of compact spectrometers. For these
BVHs, the output signal can be detected at the back

ace of the hologram, which allows for compact de-
igns. A main limitation of such holographic spec-
rometers for use with incoherent light is caused by
he ambiguity between the wavelength and the angle
f the incident beam in the Bragg condition.3 For
xample, the size of the crescent in Fig. 5�b� becomes
arger when the divergence angle of the incident
eam increases since the crescents corresponding to
ifferent reading plane waves of the same wave-
ength but different angles of incident occur at differ-
nt �but close to each other� locations. The same
ehavior is observed if we keep the incident angle
onstant but increase the wavelength range of the
eading beam. It was shown in Ref. 4 that the ac-
eptable divergence angle for a SBVH spectrometer
hat can still resolve a dark crescent is 45° in trans-
ission geometry and more than 45° in reflection

eometry. One interesting feature of the SBVH is
he Fresnel transform relation between the k domain
nd space domain in these holograms. In conven-

ional plane-wave holograms used in spectroscopy, a

2

his relation �k domain to space domain� is governed
y a Fourier transformation. Thus decreasing the
ize of the diffracted beam in one domain results in an
ncrease in the size of that in the other domain. In
he Fresnel transform, on the other hand, the qua-
ratic phase factor caused by a spherical recording
eam allows for similar variations of size in the two
omains. The limitation on this relation is imposed
y the distance of the point source to the hologram �d�
nd the plane in which the dark crescent is observed
L in Fig. 1�a�
.

We believe that optimal holographic SDFs must be
esigned by use of a more complicated spatial profile
or the recording beam �compared with a spherical
eam�. Such a hologram can be recorded by means
f interfering a plane wave and a modulated beam
btained when another plane wave is passed through
spatial light modulator �SLM�. Having a reliable

ig. 8. Theoretical and experimental shape of the dark crescent
n the transmitted beam when the SBVH is read at �a� �� � 532 nm
nd �b� �� � 830 nm. All parameters are the same as those
escribed in the caption of Fig. 5�a�.
nd efficient simulation tool is essential for the opti-
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ization of such holograms. We believe that the
ethod presented here can efficiently be used for

uch optimization. In analyzing a hologram re-
orded by a plane wave and a beam from a SLM, we
reat each pixel of the SLM as a point source and
ombine the output crescents corresponding to all
hese point sources. Since the analysis of the point
ource �i.e., pixel� can be done by analytic formula-
ion, we can combine this technique with sophisti-
ated optimization schemes such as simulated
nnealing12 to find the optimal SLM pattern.

. Conclusions

e presented a simple and efficient technique for the
nalysis of diffraction from SBVHs. We showed
hat the output of a SBVH read by a collimated mono-
hromatic plane wave could be found by use of a
resnel transform. In special circumstances �which
appen in most practical applications�, the Fresnel
ransform can be simplified to an identity transfor-
ation by a proper change of variables.
The method presented here can be extended to an-

lyze more complicated holograms when read by
lane waves. Although we used the proposed
ethod to analyze holographic SDFs, the method is

uite general and can be used for any other applica-
ion of SBVHs and even more complicated volume
olograms. We believe that this method will be use-

ul for the optimization of volume holograms for sev-
ral applications including spectroscopy.
We used the method for the analysis of SBVH SDFs

nd showed that the method can predict the experi-
ental results with good accuracy. In particular,
e showed that the diffraction of such a SBVH read
y a monochromatic plane wave is a circular pattern
or a large-size hologram and a crescent-shaped pat-
ern for smaller �practical� holograms. The depen-
ence of the position of this crescent on the reading
avelength in both the diffracted beam and the

ransmitted beam allows for use of these holograms
or spectroscopy.

ppendix A

hen a medium with a small perturbation in permit-
ivity 	�ε�r��
 is illuminated by an incident beam Ep,
he diffracted electric field Ed at position r is found by
se of the Born approximation13:

Ed�r� �
1

4� �
V

exp� jk�r � r���
�r � r��

�� � ��

� ��ε�r��

ε0
Ep�r���dv� , (A1)

here the integration is over the volume V, ε0 is the
verage �unperturbed� permittivity of the medium,
nd r� � �x�, y�, z�� is a position vector in the volume
. In holographic recording, the perturbation in
ermittivity is caused by the interference between
he reference plane wave �Er� and the signal beam

Es� during the recording. The polarizations of these t
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elds are considered to be the same for practical
ases. In general, the two beams are obtained from
single linearly polarized beam with a beam splitter.
herefore we consider the scalar values of the field

Er and Es� in our analysis. The perturbation in
ermittivity in the interference region is

�ε�r�� � ε1 Er�r�� Es*�r�� � c.c. , (A2)

here ε1 is a proportional constant, the asterisk �*�
hows the complex conjugate operation, and c.c.
eans the complex conjugate of the preceding term.

n the following we consider the first term in Eq. �A2�
nly because the contribution from the complex con-
ugate can be found similarly. Suppose that we rep-
esent the signal beam �Es� in a plane parallel to the
�y� plane using its Fourier components as

Es�r�� � ��
kx,ky

A�kx, ky, z��exp	 j�kx x�

� ky y��
dkxdky , (A3)

here the integration is over all values of kx and ky.
ote that we consider all the factors �such as 1�4�2 in

he inverse Fourier integral� in each component A�kx,
y, z��.
We substitute �ε�r�� from Eq. �A2� into Eq. �A1�

sing the expansion in Eq. �A3�. Since the curl op-
rators ����� and the integration in Eq. �A1� are func-
ions of r� only, and the integration in Eq. �A3� is a
unction of kx and ky only, we can change the order of
ntegration over kx and ky with the curl operation and
ntegration in Eq. �A1� to obtain

Ed�r����
kx ky

��
V

ε1 exp� jk�r � r���
4�ε0 �r � r��

�� � ��

� 	A* �kx, ky, z��exp	�j�kx x� � ky y��


� Er�r��Ep�r��
dv��dkxdky , (A4)

here V indicates the whole volume where the holo-
ram is recorded. If the reading beam �Ep� is a plane
ave, the integral over the volume �V� in Eq. �A4� is

he diffraction from a simple grating formed by the
eference plane wave �Er� and the plane-wave com-
onent from Fourier representation of the signal
eam. This diffraction of a plane wave from a sim-
le grating by use of the Born approximation is
reated in detail in the literature �for example, see
ef. 7�. After we calculate the diffracted plane-wave
omponent Ẽ�kx, ky, z�� from integration over the ho-
ographic volume in Eq. �A4�, the total diffracted field
s found from

Ed�r� � ��
kx ky

Ẽ�kx, ky, z��dkxdky . (A5)

To extend this approach for reading with an arbi-

rary beam, we can expand the reading beam into its
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lane-wave components. We find the diffracted
eam from each component using Eq. �A5�. Then we
an find the total diffracted beam by combining all
he diffracted components.
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